






Our R&D is driven by research
It’s literally in our name



Change is the only constant
That’s why we use a framework not a process







Holistic approach
We ALL need to take responsibility







© Robotics Plus Ltd



© Robotics Plus Ltd

• Biotech Start up
• Employee 23 
• Post Doc
• Staff Scientist
• DNA Sequencing Facility (largest in Southern Hemisphere)
• Head of Genomics

• ~100/250 Staff
• 24 x 7 Integrated Genomics Platform

• IPO
• “Entrepreneurial Spirit”



© Robotics Plus Ltd

• Innovation Strategy
• Innovation Pipeline
• Capability Management
• Portfolio Management
• Project Management
• Commercial analysis

• “Picking winners, commercially and technically”



© Robotics Plus Ltd

• Research, Business Development 

• Corporate Strategy

• R&D outsourcing

• Extension

• M&A

• PR and Comms

• “Product innovation is difficult in a commodity industry”



© Robotics Plus Ltd

• Management Consulting

• Strategy, Portfolio Management, Project Management, Capability Management, 
Audit

• Banks: BNZ, ANZ

• Technology Companies: Aquaflow, Rakon, Hill Labs

• “Need to be one page ahead to look like an expert, learn a lot from other 
peoples mistakes. Project Governance is key to success!”



© Robotics Plus Ltd

• Largest private analytical testing business in NZ

• Hamilton (HQ), Auckland, Wellington, Blenheim and Christchurch

• 400 staff

• Agriculture, Environment, Food

• “Importance of digital innovation and data”



© Robotics Plus Ltd

• Robotics start up (full circle)

• Robotic fruit packing, log scaling and UGV

• 15 to 50 in 12 months, growth rate continues

• Average age 27, 6PhD, 6 MSc, 43 Degrees/equivalent, all over the world

• Mechanical, Electrical, Software and Mechatronic Engineers

• Major markets US, Europe

• Partnerships are key

• “Hold on tight”



© Robotics Plus Ltd

• “Entrepreneurial Spirit”

• “Picking winners, commercially and technically”

• “Product innovation is difficult in a commodity industry”

• “Need to be one page ahead to look like an expert, learn a lot from other 
peoples mistakes. Project Governance is key to success!”

• “Importance of digital innovation and data”

• “Hold on tight”

Thank You.





Accessible technology delivered through R & D 
and supported by education. Growing our 
customers and team.

Inspire everyone to grow

Success by simplicity



Improve grower productivity through new 
solutions for  automation and decision support

Success by simplicity

Equip growers with the 
freedom to pioneer

Success by simplicity



Enable growers, scientists and entrepreneurs to 
achieve breakthrough impact with plants.

Success by simplicity

Unlock the potential in plants

Success by simplicity



• Increased and increasing capability of Engineering team
• Multi-ratio dosing Pro Controller`
• Launch of Pulse Meter.  Android app initially followed by iOS (initial partnership 

through Lincoln Ventures)
• Use of 3rd Party contract to reduce time to market for iOS App Development.
• Strong commitment to original scope
• Utilising identified early adopters and influencers as beta testers.
• Incorporation of customer insights
• Upgradeable firmware assisted in allowing early release
• Head of Innovation & Strategy 3 months in Europe to gain market and customer 

insights

Success by simplicity

HIGHLIGHTS



• Balancing NPD with the need to support existing products
• Parallel hardware and software development with competing timelines and 

multiple iterations.  Software easy to change, hardware not so much.
• Managing customer expectations after initial protoype or beta trials
• Early release of product before fully featured
• Managing future upgrade release schedule against customer desires
• Finding potential customers in new markets
• Determining end-point of product development

Success by simplicity

CHALLENGES



• Tax Credits vs Co-Funding?  Unintended consequences
• Will R & D spending increase? 
• Partnerships with tertiary institutions
• Awareness
• NZ Inc desire to provide Agtech solutions globally

Success by simplicity

NZ Research & Development



Thank you!





PRESENTATION: FUTURE OF R&D

Continuous
LEARNING



PRESENTATION: FUTURE OF R&D

Tolerate
UNCERTAINTY



PRESENTATION: FUTURE OF R&D

Everything’s
CONNECTED



PRESENTATION: FUTURE OF R&D

See things in
CONTEXT



PRESENTATION: FUTURE OF R&D

Directional
Alignment





A little bit about myself…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I grew up in England in the 70s and 80s and was born into a family of artists- my Dad and my twin sister are both published authors for Jazz biographies and poetry respectively- my Mum is a seamstress who was Kate Middleton’s seamstress for several years before she became royalty!.I was quiet and shy and travelled through a mixed comprehensive school in this manner. My family would never have imagined that I would be the one person in the family who would live in 5 different countries (Tanzania, The Gambia, Australia and eventually New Zealand) and definitely would not have imagined me as a manager of a large group of scientists and then more recently of an Innovation team in a global export company. Even as a shy, quiet child I had a busy mind and a drive to ‘know’ and understand things.So while my sister was writing poetry…..I was breeding drosphila in the linen cupboard for my genetics experiments!



Presenter
Presentation Notes
I knew that I was interested in the world around me….how things worked, grew, how they interacted with the environment….from a young age I only wanted to be a scientist and my path was set from science O’levels, A’levels and an undergraduate degree in Biology at the university of London. This is where I discovered parasitology ….why? Because parasites are generally found in the tropics!



Presenter
Presentation Notes
So 25 years ago I landed in Africa for my PhD field work and this was where I experienced the thrill of the unknown, being in a strange new situation…totally alone…totally out of my depth and with a feeling that I wasn’t quite sure how I had ended up there and that I was unsure whether I could actually even do the job ahead of me…troubleshooting daily to make things happen. I was hooked and what I didn’t realise was that this was a career that would allow me to fulfil all of those things that made me tick. So began a quite traditional science career in academic research, university research posts, conferences, grant writing, publishing scientific journals ( not quite the same as publishing a book!!)  until I was offered a secondment with zespri. This was my first taste of a commercial business and the idea that science was not just for knowledge …but to have a financial return. That was 5 years ago and the speed was starting to pick up….



How is R&D changing?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is not a straight line of contracted research- we work with complex systems and an unpredictable environmentMethodologies are putting structure and process around a more flexible way of working Agile, design Thinking, Rapid Learning CyclesThe pace is FAST – language is evolving….. technology is getting faster and cheaper…. The Human Genome Project (HGP), the first whole human genome sequencing in 2000, cost over $3.7 billion and took 13 years of computing power. Today, it costs roughly $1,000 and takes fewer than three days.It is globally connected through Technology but also a collective movement towards a more conscientious, environmentally aware generation. 



How must we respond?

Be flexible
Be convincing (to Boards and funders)
Be open to failure as an opportunity to learn more quickly
Be ok with chaos and uncertainty!



Kirstin Mead
Tauranga Regional Business Partner

August 2019



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are New Zealand’s innovation agencyWe partner with ambitious New Zealand businesses of all sizesWe connect and enhance the innovation ecosystemWe activate innovation and accelerate commercialization for a better New Zealand



A team of over 400 people
Serving customers nationwide 

72

305

• 200+ scientists and engineers
• R&D centres in Wellington, Auckland and 

Christchurch
• Wellington head office
• 14 Regional Business Partners 
• Tauranga Regional Business Partner based 

in the Chamber of Commerce 30



Our core services

R&D & 
Commercialisation
Our engine room of 200 
leading scientists and 
engineers are dedicated 
to solving tough 
technical problems with 
research and 
development, and 
innovation.

Skills Programmes

Innovation and business 
growth require 
specialised skills and 
knowledge, process and 
discipline, and the ability 
to think in new and 
creative ways to imagine 
the future. 

R&D Grants & Incentives

Our R&D grants – and the 
new R&D Tax Incentive –
enable customers to 
pursue their business 
ideas and realise
commercial success. 

Scale–Up NZ
Our free online platform 
profiles ambitious, 
innovative NZ businesses 
alongside the investors 
and others who support 
them – helping NZ’s 
innovation ecosystem to 
thrive.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
      A new, free online platform that: Collects and organises accurate and up-to-date information on businesses in the New Zealand innovation ecosystem. Allows entrepreneurs, funders, analysts and investors to search for information in multiple ways. Enables them to connect with each other for mutual benefit. Is based on a proven international model. Currently 877 companies connected on Scale up



Connected Callaghan - Who we work with to help 
business

Busines
s

MBIE & 
Other Govt 
Agencies

Industry 
Bodies

Regional 
Bodies

P1 & 
Chamber 

RBP

Incubators & 
Accelerators

Venture 
Capital

Innovation 
support 

providers

Callaghan 
Innovation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Callaghan Innovation is just a small piece of the puzzle when it come to enabling support for business MBIE, NZTE specifically but also CRI’s – Scion/Plant and Food / MPI/MFATIndustry Bodies – Export BoP, AgritechNZ Innovation Support providers –Planttech, University of Waikato, Locus Venture capital – one of the most active investor networks - Enterprise Angels on your back doorIncubators & Accelerators – Soda have partnered with Venture Centre and WNT ventures. Regional Bodies – Priority one supporting business growth, Regional Business partnership which sits inside the Chamber of CommerceMessage is that we do not work in silos – our goal is to help enable business growth and opportunities, we all play our part and want to see business succeed. 



Next steps

www.callaghaninnovation.govt.nz

www.regionalbusinesspartners.co.nz

www.tauranga.org.nz
0800 249 482

http://www.callaghaninnovation.govt.nz/


R&D Grants and Incentives:
For all types of innovation

Getting Started Grants
The Getting Started 
grant enables a new 
and novel product, 
process or service from 
development to 
commercialisation.

Project Grants
For businesses that are 
new to R&D or want to 
expand their efforts. A 
Project Grant can help 
businesses take on 
larger or more 
challenging R&D 
projects.

Student Grants
Student Grants provide 
solutions for businesses 
and students. For either 
businesses wanting to 
increase R&D or students 
looking to develop 
technical skills within a 
commercial business.

R&D Tax Incentive
The upcoming R&D Tax 
incentive replaces our 
previous Growth Grant. 
We can help you prepare 
to make the most of this 
government support. 



© Findex Group Limited 2019. All rights reserved.

R & D TAX CREDIT

Angela Hodges
Associate Partner – Tax Advisory 



R & D Tax Credit

Government strategy to increase R & D in New Zealand

Replaces Growth Grant

15%

2020 FY



to question …
a ‘testable idea’

Is this R & D?

R & D
from thought…

To Process:

 What is already known?
 Has someone already done this?
 Scientific or technical uncertainty



Translating R & D Language into IRD Speak

Core activity

Excluded?

Supporting?

Entity eligibility

Competent professional

Eligible activity – is this R&D

Eligible expenditure?

When does the R&D Start and finish?



Issues & Opportunities – Our Thoughts
 Prospective vs retrospective documentation
 Systems – cost collection
 Language: “Market testing”, “Development”
 Break even point?
 Invoices from R & D Contractors, separate out ineligible expenditure
 Outside the square, unintended fact patterns:

 Who owns the resulting IP?
 JV’s?
 Ability to use the outcome for no further consideration?

 Opportunities:
 Lean Manufacturing: technological uncertainty arising from cost constraints.
 Primary Productivity: environmental mitigation, harvesting technologies.
 Environmental: suitability of new products/types of construction. 



What to do now
 Confirm quality of credit.

 Review systems and procedures.

 Implement templates/documentation.

 If ownership is not expressed, make it clear.

 Returns must be filed by due date – watch E0T.

 Approved research provider status. 



Contact us



Disclaimer

• Findex NZ Limited is owned by Findex Group Limited (Findex)

• While all reasonable care is taken in the preparation of the material in this presentation, to the extent allowed by legislation Findex accept no liability 
whatsoever for reliance on it. All opinions, conclusions, forecasts or recommendations are reasonably held at the time of compilation but are subject to 
change without notice. Findex assumes no obligation to update this presentation after it has been issued. You should seek professional advice before acting 
on any material.

• This document contains general information and is also not intended to constitute legal or taxation advice. If you need legal or taxation advice, we 
recommend you speak to a qualified adviser.

• The title ‘Partner’ conveys that the person is a senior member within their respective division, and is among the group of persons who hold an equity interest 
(shareholder) in its parent entity, Findex Group Limited. The only professional service offering which is conducted by a partnership is the Crowe Australasia 
external audit division. All other professional services offered by Findex Group Limited are conducted by a privately owned organisation and/or its 
subsidiaries.

• © Findex Group Limited 2019. All rights reserved.
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